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Abstract
This is a text about Internet art projects dealing with Internet
surveillance. In the paragraphs below, I will describe a web
service that floods the Internet with fake websites, another
web project that allows users to create email accounts in the
names of villains that send conspiratorial emails to each
other, and a solar‐powered disco ball on which Y o u T u b e
dance videos are projected. What connects these seemingly
disparate projects? It may sound absurd, but these projects
may help us understand our complicated existence as surveillant and surveillee within networked communications.
Since the projects described in the text were made over more
than a decade, the article may also reveal some aspects of how
the Internet has changed over time.
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Introduction
Internet surveillance is complicated. Digital pessimists
tell us that surveillance is always negative, because it violates our right to privacy, free speech, etc. And yes, it
does (no need for the pitchforks to be raised)! However,
there are a lot of gray zones and relationships to consider. Anders Albrechtslund explains in his article “Social
Networking as Participatory Surveillance” that people
actively construct an identity as they share information
with others in Social Networks. They are therefore not
powerless subjects of a hierarchical surveillance apparatus but actively participating in mutual surveillance by
exchanging information about themselves with others.
This subjectivity‐building activity therefore is empowering
and not disempowering. [1] Albrechtslund’s text gives us
a glimpse into how complex Internet surveillance is.
However, beyond participatory surveillance in Social
Networks, there are many more surveillance relationships
that we need to consider: People spy on one another using
search tools, private companies spy on consumers, government agencies spy on people, and those same government agencies spy on one another. In the following, I
describe electronic art projects that question Internet

surveillance and shed light on the nature of surveillance
relationships. These projects were made by me alone or
with collaborators over roughly 10 years. I see these projects as participatory countersurveillance. As I describe
the projects in the paragraphs below, I will be building
a loose definition of the term.

Participatory Countersurveillance
To begin, I look back to 2001-2002. Compared to today, the
Internet at the time seemed like a public park. [3] Nostalgia
aside, even at the time, crucial wayfinding went through
companies like Google: Then, as today, the most popular
search algorithm belonged to the aforementioned company. The term algorithm is used in the context of computer
programming to describe step‐by-step procedures in automated reasoning and data processing. [4] The Google
search algorithm determines how web content is prioritized
and in what context it is shown. At the time, the basic algorithm was fairly simple: Pages with lots of links from other
pages pointing to them were shown first. [5] The search
engine was in the process of becoming the research tool of
choice for the majority of Internet users. Thus, the verb “to
google” was coined.
Search engines enable a special kind of research: spying
on others. But what if you do not want to be found? As part
of the group LAN based in Zürich, I created the project
Tracenoizer – Disinformation on Demand in 2001 [6] (figure 1) to provide a tool for people who did not want personal data to be found by users of search engines. I am
writing about this project in the past tense because at the
time of writing the project is available as an archived version on my website, but is no longer functional. This is a
fate that is typical for Internet art projects that use extensive
server‐side scripting.
When we created the project, we realized that all the
data traces associated with a person constitute a databody.
This databody consists of all the data traces associated with
with a person, irrespective of whether the person has
produced the data themselves or if it was produced by
somebody else. We created a service to “clone” one’s
databody and therefore cloud one’s identity. Users could
enter their name and TraceNoizer*would do a search using
Google, Yahoo, Altavista, or whatever search engine was not
blocking us at the time.

Figure 1. The TraceNoizer website © LAN

TraceNoizer would download the search results and run a
statistical text classification using the Rainbow text classification library [7] on the data to organize the downloaded
text into statistically related groups.
Using these organized groups of text, the program created a home page with thematically organized subpages. The website was then uploaded to a public webserver. Following this, TraceNoizer would run another
search based on the previous search and make another
slightly different website. Websites were linked to each
other so that in the eyes of the Google indexing algorithm, their “importance” was increased. As a result,
the sites created by Tracenoizer would show up in the
search result when people searched for a person’s name.
The idea behind TraceNoizer was to create a cloud of
disinformation so that nobody doing personal research
could tell real from fake information and the original
databody of a person would disappear.
Maintaining one’s own databody and spying on others via search engines can be described as a sort of participatory surveillance in that the surveillee is participating in their own surveillance while surveilling others. TraceNoizer is a participatory countersurveillance
tool in that it uses the mechanisms of participatory
surveillance (search engines) to counter participatory surveillance.

Participatory Countersurveillance
More than a decade ago, in October 2001, the Swiss
parliament issued a decree that mandates Internet service providers to retain metadata for six months [8].
This means that law enforcement agencies can reconstruct a person’s social network because they have access to email and phone data. Proponents of this type of
legislation tend to cite terrorism as a justification [9].
So far, no terrorists have been caught as a result of the
Swiss legislation: A study by researchers at the Max
Planck Institute found no statistical indication that data

retention increases the efficiency of law enforcement. [10]
Besides being ineffective, data retention also does not conform to the presumption of innocence, a fundamental right
in a democracy.
When mandatory data retention in Switzerland was instituted in 2002, I responded by making the project SuPerVillainzer – Conspiracy Client [11] (figure 2). It is a webproject and the website itself still exists but like TraceNoizer, I
no longer maintain it – one of the problems of preserving
digital art. SuPerVillainzer – Conspiracy Client is a website that looks like a program for sending and receiving
email. However, instead of facilitating the typical functions
of an email client, it allows users to create email conspiracies. Users can enter a conspiracy name and a select a set
of villain profiles (figure 3). Then they can press a button
labeled “create conspiracy” and email addresses will be
created for the selected conspiracy on a Swiss server. These email addresses will then automatically start sending
each other conspiratorial emails. These emails have subject
headers such as “NSA ALERT!” The body of the email
will have ostentatiously conspiratorial text such as: “The
informer we have inside the Secret Service says they are
planning to sell details of the updated AFIWC
COMPUSEC plans to the Dallas diplomat in Bern just as
everybody is sitting down for Christmas dinner.” Other
emails look like they are encrypted. In the years when I
actively maintained the service, thousands of villains were
created. They had the names of the people who created
them, but villains were also named after politicians, military officials, scapegoats, etc. Users created

Figure 1. The SuPerVillainzer website © Annina Rüst

Conspiracies with names such as “Operation Blue Phoenix”, “Tomorrow at 6:00:00”, “The Mustafa Connection”, and many thousands more.
The project was motivated by my interest in terrorist
communication. I wondered, how can one tell what a conspiracy looks like? What constitutes terrorist communication? And finally: Who decides who is terrorist and who is
not? How is an “enemy” profiled within a load of metadata?

Sunrise, the Swiss Internet service provider on
whose servers I automatically created email accounts
eventually found out about my activities. I think that the
project appeared on the radar of their legal department
only when print newspapers started writing about it.
They sent me a letter ordering me to stop my activities
and turn over passwords and usernames for the email
accounts I had generated. Of course I complied and I did
not hear from Sunrise’s legal department ever again.
The project however continued: I set up my own server
where I continued to generate email accounts.
In 2005, I created a sequel to SuPerVillainizer,
called Sinister Social Network [12], a project similar to
SuPerVillainizer in that it constituted a participatory,
speculative approach to Internet surveillance. However, this project specifically focused on surveillance
algorithms, specifically on programs that identify suspicious activity.
These algorithms exist. One such algorithm was outlined in a paper presented in 2004 at the 2nd NSF/NIJ
Symposium on Intelligence and Security Informatics.
The paper explains the rules that allow researchers to
search through data from chat rooms and distinguish
malicious communications patterns over benign ones.
For example: "Normal communications in the network
are voluntary and ‘random’ however a hidden group
communicates because it has to communicate (for
planning or coordination)." [13] (Baumes, Goldberg,
Magdon, Ismail, Wallace 1). No examples of actual observed terrorist communications are given but the rules
outlined by the researchers show what stereotypical
“criminal” behavior would look like. The researchers are
therefore building a hypothetical profile based on speculation. In his book, The Simulation of Surveillance:
Hypercontrol in Telematic Societies William Bogard
calls this kind profiling “surveillance in advance of surveillance”. [14]
Like SuPerVillainizer, the project Sinister Social
Network existed mainly on the Internet. I populated IRC
chat channels with villains and charted their activities in
a social network graph. I displayed the IRC conversations on a website and asked viewers to speculate what
kinds of sinister things were going on in the chat channel.
Like TraceNoizer, the projects SuPerVillainizer and
Sin- ister Social Network are participatory counter‐
surveillance environments. However, the approach here
is speculative: Users of both websites can create speculations about who the enemy could be and whom they
are conspiring with. The projects explicitly question
power: I am using the projects to raise the question of
who is allowed to collect and analyze communications
data and according to what criteria.

Figure 3. The SuperVillainizer conspiracy creation tool © Annina
Rüst

Figure 4. The Sinister Social Network website © Annina Rüst
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Participatory Surveillance and Empowerment
In his article about Participatory Surveillance in social
networks, Anders Albrechtslund says that social surveillance practices are at the heart of social networking.
Albrechtslund writes that as users share information about
themselves with others they build identity and subjectivity online. He sees this surveillance practice as empowering. [15]
One such example of online identity building is a genre of web video where people film themselves while
dancing. On the popular social networking site YouTube,
the type of video where people film them themselves has
become a widespread phenomenon. Countless people
are recording themselves dancing and sharing these
clips through YouTube and other social media platforms.
This form of online identity building differs from the
online identity building that LAN addressed in the early
2000s with TraceNoizer – Disinformation on Demand.
Today, online identity is not mainly expressed in the form
of a home page on a server. Rather, it is distributed over
social networking sites owned by companies such as Facebook, Google, Yahoo, and Twitter. Communication on
the web today is much more widespread, visual, and exhibitionist than it was in 2001. It is still consumed in the
form of text but mostly through images and videos. The
following section of the paper is therefore not a departure
from the topic. On the contrary, it takes into account

surveillance relating to online identity building enabled by
social media platforms like YouTube.
In 2012, Amy Alexander and I created the performance
project Discotrope: The secret nightlife of solar cells [16]
(figure 5), which examines the genre of the YouTube
dance video. The performance features a solar powered
disco ball. We project dance videos against it. In the performance we trace the genre of the YouTube dance video back throughout f i l m h i s t o r y . We found that the
sense of intimacy and immediacy between performer
and audience that characterizes the YouTube performances was popular in early silent films and Hollywood
musicals, where models for performance were drawn more
from vaudeville than from theatrical narrative. An example for this is the silent film “Annabelle – Serpentine
Dance” [17] shot as one of the first films in 1894 at Thomas
Edison’s film studio. In this clip, the dancer performs
directly “at” the camera. Like in YouTube dance videos, the
performer looks directly into the camera. Theresa Rizzo
describes this type of cinematic performance as an “exhibitionist cinema where the spectator is overtly acknowledged and invited to look” [18]. There is an element of voyeurism and exhibitionism that can be found both in early
cinema and later on in YouTube clips. We have found that
this direct-to-audience style continued on to the musical
films of the 1940s for example in the films featuring Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire. Later on, films were shot in
such a way where the audience takes a “fly-on-the-wall”
perspective. An example for this style is the film “Dirty
Dancing” where no direct-to-audience dancing takes place

and the actors stay in character throughout the film. Exhibitionistic cinema has only recently come back in the
genre of the YouTube dance video. This type of video is
typically shot with a webcam on a computer and oftentimes in an intimate setting such as a living room, a
garage, backyard, or in a bedroom. Like in the Annabelle clip from 1984, the YouTube dancer acknowledges
the camera.
During the Discotrope show we project this historical trajectory onto a disco ball where mirrors have
been replaced with solar cells. This creates a mosaic‐
like projection against the walls. When enough light hits
the ball, the ball rotates and the projection rotates
along with it. We perform the ball live, adding color
and light to the video projections, improvising layering
and mixing to create visually rhythmic stream‐of‐
consciousness juxtapositions. The changes in imagery
vary the light to the solar cells, which changes the
speed of the ball’s rotation, allowing us to “choreograph” the movement of the projected visuals. Accompanying the performance is an algorithmic sound design by composer Cristyn Magnus. Sound is generated
and mixed in real time from the audio tracks of the projected videos, creating a seamless, danceable connection between audio and visual.
In the performance we examine how today’s
YouTube dancers represent themselves. We reveal contrasts and connections over cinema history. Those include characteristics such as gender and body expectations, implications of aforementioned voyeurism and
exhibition. We have found that although YouTube
performers are self-directed, liberated and empowered,
many still will enact gender stereotypes and conform to
body expectations. Dancers that successfully defy gender stereotypes such as an obese man in a leotard dancing to Beyonce’s hit song “Single Ladies” [19] are few
and far between. So while participatory surveillance as
described by Albrechtslund might be empowering in
that it helps to build online identity, the cultural context
where it happens still needs to evolve so that the
promises held by the concept of participatory surveillance can actually be realized.

Conclusion
I hope to have demonstrated that Internet surveillance is
as multi-faceted as a solar-powered disco ball. The projects I have described above are participatory countersurveillance environments. They challenge forces that
attempt to exert power through Internet surveillance.
Those entities include (but are not limited to) governmental agencies, corporate (search engine) algorithms,
as well as societal expectations more broadly. As an
artist, it is my job to create environments where participatory countersurveillance can happen.
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